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German demonstrative Pronouns of the der/die/das paradigm (DPro) are more restricted in 
their referential behavior than corresponding personal pronouns of the er/sie/es  paradigm 
(PPro), as illustrated in (1). It has been suggested  that DPro, unlike PPro, are prohibited from 
picking up antecedents functioning as discourse topics (Bosch & Umbach 2007) or, more 
likely, aboutness topics (Hinterwimmer in press), where aboutness topics correspond to 
logical subjects of predication which are often but crucially not always also the grammatical 
subjects of their clauses.  
 

(1) Peteri wollte gestern mit Paulj joggen gehen, aber derj/*i/eri,j war leider erkältet. 
            Peteri wanted to go jogging with Paulj yesterday, but unfortunately he {DProj/*i 
 /PProi,j} had a cold.     
 

Hinterwimmer (in print) furthermore claims, based on contrasts like the one between (2a) and 
(2b) that while DPro can in principle be interpreted as bound variables (contra Wiltschko 
1999), they cannot be bound by DPs functioning as grammatical subjects. Both the topic 
avoidance and the subject avoidance constraint are argued to follow from a more general ban 
against being interpretatively dependent on the locally most prominent DP.  
 

(2) a. [Jeder Mann]i glaubt, dass der*i/eri, klug ist.  
                [Every man]i believes that he {DPro*i/PProi,} is smart. 

b. Pauli glaubt von [jedem Kollegen]j, dass derj/erj ein Genie ist. 
    Pauli believes of [every colleague]j that he {DProj/PProj} is a genius. 
 

While this account captures observations like those in (1) and (2), it runs into problems when 
the data in (3) are considered.  
 

(3)   a. Lass uns mal über Ottoi reden. Ottoi ist der fähigste Verkäufer, den ich kenne.    
         Deri/Eri könnte sogar einem Blinden einen HD-Fernseher verkaufen. 

                Let’s talk about Ottoi. Ottoi is the most skilled salesman I know. He {DProi/PProi}      
         could sell an HD TV set even to a blind man. 

            b. [Jede Mathematikerin]i wirkte auf Paulj, als wäre diei/siei klüger als erj. 
                 [Every mathematician(fem)]i appears to Paulj as if she {DProi/PProi} was    

          smarter than himj. 
c. Als Peteri gestern Abend nach Hause kam, war die Wohnung wieder in einem   

          fürchterlichen Zustand.  
      (i)  Der*i/Eri musste erst mal drei Stunden putzen.    

          (ii) Deri/Eri kann sich einfach nicht gegen seinen Mitbewohner durchsetzen. 
                 When Peteri came home yesterday evening, the flat was in a terrible state    

          again. (i) He {DPro*i/PProi} first had to clean up for three hours. (ii) He {DProi/ 
      PProi} is simply unable to stand his ground against his flatmate.  

   
In (3a) the DPro can quite naturally refer to Otto, although Otto is the current aboutness topic. 
In (3b) the DPro can be bound by a quantificational DP that is actually the grammatical 
subject. And in (3c) the DPro behaves differently in the two continuations (i) and (ii), in the 
absence of any relevant grammatical or information-structural difference.  
 These observations seem to demonstrate that topic avoidance and subject avoidance 
are not the parameters that regulate the behavior of DPro. The cases in (3) rather suggest that 
the DPro is prohibited, loosely speaking, from picking up the individual whose perspective is 
represented by the clause that contains the DPro. DPro thus seem to function as anti-
logophoric or anti-de-se pronouns.  



The discourse in (3a) clearly expresses the speaker's subjective evaluation of Otto’s 
abilities and the speaker thus figures as the "perspectival center". Hence nothing prevents the 
DPro from picking up Otto, even though he is the aboutness topic.  

In (3b) the use of the experiencer verb wirken auf ('to appear to') clearly establishes the 
individual to whom the experiencer role is assigned, Peter, as the perspectival center. 
Consequently, nothing prevents the DPro from being bound even by the quantificational DP 
that functions as the grammatical subject. In (2a), though, we saw that the DPro could not be 
interpreted as bound by the subject quantifier. This is now explained by the fact that the 
embedded clause in (2a) is almost inevitably read as expressing the perspective of the 
individuals contained in the set of sets of individuals denoted by the subject quantifier1. In 
(2b), in contrast, the DPro is naturally bound by the quantificational DP in matrix object 
position; here the perspective is clearly that of the subject. 

In (3c) the use of the past tense and the absence of any indication of a speaker's 
perspective signals a narrative structure with an abstract, not a perspective-taking, narrator. 
Peter is here not only the aboutness topic, but also becomes the most likely protagonist from 
whose perspective the flat is described. In the continuation in (3c-i), where the past tense is 
retained and the narration and perspective is continued, the DPro is thus prevented from 
referring to Peter as the perspectival center. In the second continuation (3c-ii), the switch to 
present tense, making a generalizing statement, signals a switch to a particular speaker’s 
perspective, giving an evaluation of Peter’s character. Peter is still the aboutness topic, but no 
longer the perspectival center and hence becomes available as a referent for the DPro. 

Further support for these considerations comes from the following observation. When 
the first sentence from (1) is followed by a continuation which clearly expresses an evaluation 
of Peter (the aboutness topic of the first sentence) by the speaker, as in (4), and thus shifts the 
perspectival center to the speaker, the DPro is no longer prevented from referring to Peter. 
 
(4) Peteri wollte gestern mit Paulj joggen gehen. Eri,j/Deri,j sucht sich immer Leute aus, die 
 nicht richtig fit sind. 

Peteri wanted to go jogging with Paulj yesterday. He {DProi.j/PProi,j} always picks 
people who are not really fit.  

 
In sum, we propose that DPro avoid aboutness topics only in such narrative structures where 
the aboutness topic, due to the absence of an ‘involved’ speaker from whose perspective the 
respective state of affairs is described or evaluated, also becomes the perspectival center. We 
model the anti-de-se or anti-logophoric character of DPro by adopting the notion that 
utterances are interpreted not only with respect to a context of utterance, but also with respect 
to a context of thought (Schlenker 2004), or perspectival center. In contrast to personal 
pronouns, which are unconstrained in this respect, DPro may not be resolved to the author of 
the context of thought.  
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